
F. Oswald As Sole Suspect 

FOLDER 21 

1. Tape of interview w/ Oswald on 11/23/’63 taped by KDLD TV , NBC-TV, and 

KLIF) found in Vol. XXIV (WC Records), p.817; CE 2166. P2. Oswald said “1 

just a patsy.” This was on 11/22 while he was being escorted to an 

interrogation session. He said he didn’t shoot anybody. . .Excerpted from 

Seth Kantor’s handwritten notebook .. Comment “patsy” made about 

7:55when he was being escorted from one room to another. . .also note 

Holmes’ WC deposition on Holmes’ exchange w/ Oswald on 11/24 right 

before he was led down into the basement and his death. P. 298 of vol. 7 

where Oswald explains to Fritz about the map found in his room. . . .These 

marks were made to assist in his job search. . . .P. 298 WC Hearings, Vol. 7. 

p4. Notes that Oswald was questioned approximately 12 hrs on 11/22 and 

11/24 ( combined). 

The official mythology was that no notes were taken by Fritz and 

there was no stenographer present or tape recorder. Holmes’ WC 7H p. 298 

LHO’s explanation re: the map. 

2. Hoover mash notes to LBJ —Query when did LBJ extend his directorship on 

year-by-year basis. Check date . 

3. Commission Exhibit No. 384 Soviet language US govt man notes Oswald’s 

expertise in Russian language.. 

4. ClA cleaned up Oswald files the day of the assassination . . .Lesar letter.
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